SAMR MODEL

• A framework for scaffolding technology integration into education
• Used to assess and evaluate the technology use in the classroom

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/videos/introduction-to-the-samr-model
SAMR MODEL

Enhancement of Learning

**Substitution**
- PowerPoint presentation
- Promethean Board as a Teaching Tool
- Type an Assignment
- Use Internet to access information, links, bookmarks
- Online reading or math drills

**Augmentation**
- Prezi presentation
- Promethean Board as a Learning Tool
- Find, evaluate, analyze online information (research)
- Embedding media
- Plan, film, edit, publish video (teacher created)
SAMR MODEL

Transformation of Learning

Modification
- Plan, film, edit, publish video (student created)
- Design Lessons on Promethean Board to promote HOTS
- Using advanced features on the Promethean Boards, like linking and recording
- Categorize, classify, tag, organize, and share digital information
- Classroom blog design
SAMR MODEL

Transformation of Learning

Redefinition

- Participate on collaborative wikis
- Find contacts, coordinate, and connect via Skype
- Involve students in creating Promethean Board lessons and resources
- Digital Portfolio: Student Centered and Reflective
- Publish content to selected platforms
- Collaborate globally
- Comment on Global Blogs